WEST LONDON WASTE AUTHORITY
Report of the Treasurer and Managing Director

24 January 2020

Budget Monitoring Report Period 8 (November)
SUMMARY
This report provides an update on financial and operational matters

RECOMMENDATION(S)
The Authority is asked to:1) Note the current financial position and forecast for 2019/20
2) Note the KPIs
3) Note the financial decisions taken under the Scheme of Delegation to Officers
1. Financial position – high level summary
A summary of the financial performance for the period and forecast to the end of the year is
provided below:

The summary shows how financial performance compares to the budget for both the period in
question and the forecast for the year. The overall performance for the period is close to
budget and the forecast surplus for the year shows a small favourable variance (i.e.
underspend) of £0.3 million.

The largest variations relate to residual waste volumes. The forecast uses the previous years’
monthly profile of tonnages which show that the latter part of the year has a proportionately
lower volume of waste. Therefore the projection is for WTD to be lower than budgeted
primarily a result of residual waste volumes. This is also reflected in the lower PAYT rate.
The surplus also includes income from the PPP arrangement of £0.5 million which is a share
of the revenue earned (above a threshold) by the contractor from third parties and power
generation.
Other smaller but notable variances include updated depreciation reflecting the valuations for
the 2018/19 accounts, a share of the increased cost in SERC insurance premiums (under the
PPP arrangement the Authority has to pay a share of the increase in premiums if the increase
exceeds 30%) and a mixture of wasteflow volume variations (e.g. lower than budgeted price
for mattresses and higher than budgeted volumes of rubble).
There are no concerning trends. However, it is important to note that waste volumes can
change significantly from month to month so waste flows will be continually monitored over the
course of the year and the forecast will be updated and reported accordingly.
The disbursement to boroughs of £1.9 million as detailed in earlier Authority meetings was
paid in July as planned and this results in a final forecast net position of a £1.6 million deficit.
The standard breakdown can be found in Appendix 1. This separates out the main types of
waste streams and distinguishes between PAYT and FCL activities and provides commentary
on the variances.
2. KPIs for 2019/20
The KPI table (Appendix 2) illustrates the performance across a wide range of key activities.
Most indicators are on target with a couple of outliers to note:
 KPI3 and KPI4 reuse, recycling and composted rates – The November performance is
comparable or better than last year however it remains below target with some of it a
result of seasonal fluctuations.
 KPI5 trade debt as proportion of levy income – the performance is significantly skewed
by one debtor. This debt is being chased and we are currently awaiting a court date. It
is expected that the debt will be recovered.
3. Delegated decisions
To provide further transparency of operational arrangements, this standard section of the
budget monitoring report summarises any significant financial decisions made by the
Managing Director and/or Chief Officers under the Scheme of Delegations since those
reported to the last Authority meeting.
There were none.
4. Financial Implications – These are detailed in the report.
5. Impact on Joint Waste Management Strategy – Improvements to financial management in
the Authority will continue to ensure that the Authority addresses policies of the JWMS.
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